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Gentlemen:
Herein following is a thesis on the West
Side bewage Treatment Works of the Sanitary District
of Chicago. I have, endeavored to cover a large field
in one thesls,but think in g1vi~g the material I have,
the fundamental points have been covered. The local
ne~d of sewage trea~ment 1s 80 involved with county,
state,Federal,and even International issues that to
write solely of "local conditions would be to leave out
the main part of the ,story. So,in writing,I have tried
to cover enough of the subject to give the historical
facts along with the construction side of the project.
This thesis does not go into detail on any
subject but tries to cover the story of the work, the
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"HUGHES DIVERSION RULIIJG UPHELD"
Washlngton,D.C.,April 14, 1930.-The United States Sun~
reme Court today agreed to the diversion of 1,500 cu-
bic feet of water per, second from Lake Michigan at
Chicago upon thecompletlon of the Sanltary'Dlstrict's
program of artificial sewage treatment works in 1938.
Upholding the findings of Charles Evans
Hughes,speclal master-of the court on the lake-level
litigatlon,Just'ice Holmes delivered an opinion which
denied the demand of the lake states that all diver-
sion be cut off upon the completion of the treatment
program.
At the same time,however,Justlce Holmes in
his opinion denied the request of the Sanitary District
, that it be allowed until 1945 to complete its 8ewage~
treatment plant construction.
Justice Holmes announced that a decree would
be entered embodying the recommendations of special
, master of the court Charles Evans Hughes, which in part
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The problems of the Sanitary District of Chi-
cago originated in the necessity of safeguarding the
water supply of its inhabitants,which,s1nce 1840,when
Chicago only had a population of 4,470,has been taken
from Lake Michigan.
The first sewers built in Chicago were constr-
ucted in 1856 to drain into Lake Michigan either direct-
ly or by way of the Chicago River. From that time until
the organization of the Sanitary District,and thereon
the construction of its diversion works, the same general
was followed in sewer construction.
The rapid growth of population of the CitYtacc~
ompanied by the necessary expansion of the waterworks
and sewer systems led to a state of pollution of the Chi-
cago water sup~ly that by 1885 menaced the health of every
inhabitant. The annual Typhoid fever death rate was app-
allingly high and epidemics of such fevers were frequent.
(The Typhoid fever death rate alone for this period be-
ing above 10 per 100,000 persons). Also,the Chicago Riv-
er had become a public nusiance of not only national but
even world wide fame. At that time,Ch1eago was a city. of
681,000 p·eople and the condition· of affairs was so ser-
ious as to require an immediate solution of the problem.
The Sanitary Project was developed by the City
of Chicago with the co-operation of the state Board
of Health of Illinoi.s and a joint committee of the
Illinois General Assembly in the years 1885-1889. To
study and report upon the problem Chicago created the
Drainage and Water Supply Commission consisting of
eminent Civil Engineers. Three methods of the solution
of the problem were considered:
First-the di.scharge of sewage into Lake Michigan at
one end of the city and the taking of water
supply from the Lake at the extreme end of the
city.
Second-the disposal of sewage on land by intermittent
filtration over a vast sewage farm(as large as
15,000 acres).
Third-the discharge of sewage into the Des Plaines
River by means of. the ship canaltand the resul-
tant disposal by dilution.
The third method,recommended by the Commission,
was chosen as the basis of the Sanitary District Act.
Thereupon the Sanitary District of Chicago was
created by act of the Illinois state Legislature.May
29,1889,and the validity of the act was affirmed bj the
State Supreme Court on June 12,1890.
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Its purpose was to provide a ~ain Channel or
outlet and necessary adjuncts to divert the sewage of
Chicago and"adjacent towns from Lake Michigan~ To dis-
pose of sewage by dilution and provide an outlet into
the Illinois River,the act required that such a chan-
nel should be made of such a size and ca~acity as to
provide a minimum dilution of 3.33 cubic feet ~er sec-
ond for every 1,000 persons.
The Sanitary District is an independent over-
lying political subdivision of the state possessing
certain powers expres.sly conferred by statute to enable
it to carry out its main purpose. Among its powers are
the right to build sewage treatment and disposal plants
with all necessary adjuncts;the right to construct dra-
inage canals with all necessary appurtenances;the right
to construct docks and ineidental water-power plants.
The District also has the right of 'eminent domain';
possesses limited police po~ers;may be alowed taxes up
to a minimum r'a te of two,-thirds of one per cent of the
assessed valuation of the property within the district;
and may' borrow money up to three percent of the assessed
valuation, but all money borrowed must be completely paid
back within twenty y'ears. The District has no control
over or legal connection with the City of Chicago,and
hence no authority over such usual common necessary
municipal'activities as water supplY,construction of
o~dinary sewers, care of streets and so on.
The boundaries of the Sanitary District are fix-
ed by state Laws.The original'area was 185 square miles,
containing a population of 1,140,OOO.The same conditions,
which forced the original start of the City of Chicago
have ma{ritained t9 the. present day a phenomenal rate of
growth,a rate almost unprecedented among the large
oities of the world. This rapid growth has accentuated
its difficulties,such as lack of good drainage,etc.,
in coping with natural deficiencies.Futhermore The
Sanitary District,of Chicago has grown even more than
the City.The area has several times been enlarged since
it was first organized,and now includes the whole of
Chicago and 49 other cities and villages,containing in
all 437 square miles,with a population in 1924 of
3,300,OOO,and an assessed valuation of $1,965,OOO~OOO.
The estimated population for 1930 and 1940 are respeot-
ively 3,710,000 and 4,425,000.
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At this point it is wise to insert the facts
concerning ~he diversion of water from Lake Michigan.
This is a very involve~ question,datlng back to 1822,
when the state and Nat19n first considered providing
an outlet for the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River
and thence to the Gulf of Mexico.
1 1._
The plan of opening an outlet for Lake ~ichigan
into the Gulf of Mexico is not of recent origin but was
suggested by the French Explorers,Louis~Joliet,and Pere
Marquette,as early as 1673. These man at that time ex-
plored Green BaY,the Fox,Wisconsin and Mississippi Riv-
e·rs. Upon the ir return they came up the III inc is and Des
Plaines Rivers to a point near Summit,in Cook County,
Illinois,where they portaged a short distance and went
down the Chicago River to Lake Michigan. They then saw
the immense benifit to accrue to this country from the
construction of a canal which would connect Lake Mich-
igan with the Mississippi River,thus giving the Great
Lakes two outlets to the sea.
From the time of the independence of the Unit-
ed States until 18?1,Great Britain,which was in exclus-
ive control of the St.Lawrence River through most of
its length,denied to American citizens the right,with-
out its consent,to navigate this waterwaY,the onlyout-
let from the Great Lakes to the sea.
In the year 1854 an agreement was entered into
between Great Britain and the United states,by which
our citizens were given the privelege to navigate the
St.Lawerence River with the following ~xpre8s stipulation:
"It being the right ,however, that the Br·itish Government
retains the right od suspending' this privelege on giving
12 ~
due notice thereof to the Government of the United
States. TT
The United states maintained t~at u~on the soun-
dest principles of public law American citizens were leg-
ally entitled to navigate that river.
Notwithstanding this perfectly justifiable pos-
ition on the part of the United states,the.British Gov-
ernment,in the year 1827,refused to enter into negotiat-
ions regarding the same.
This refusal of Great Britains to permit the cit-
izens to use the St.Lawerence route made it necessary for
the United states to provide another outlet for its own
protection as w"ell as the protection of American COmITler-
ce upon the Great Lakes,and as a result thereof a move-
ment was started to re-open the old Great Lakes outlet
to 'the sea by way of the waters of the Chicago,Des Plaines,
Illinois and Mississippi Rivers.
Sci in 1822 vv~hen t"he British Governme!lt gave def-
inite expression of its attitude,the Congress of the
United states passed an Act authorizing the state of Ill-
inois to open a canal "through the public lands *****
connecting the Illinois River with the Southern bend of
Lake Michigan ",but at that time the state of Illinois
did not undertake the construction.





and incidental,of the different methods proposed or
desirable for improving the navigation of the Illinois
River by dredging,removal of dams,etc. Pursuant to the
Rivers and Harbors Act of June 23,1866,the Federal
Engineers recommended the Canal's enlargement,not only
for economic reasons but from a military standpoint
of protection to the northern frontier. It was'nt long
after this that the whole of the United States became
committed to the project for the above reasons.
Now the first sewer system built in the City
of Chicago was in 1856,and all sewers constructed then,
and thereafter,drained into Lake Michigan,either dir-
ectly or by way of the Chicago River. ChicagO's pop-
ulation grew rapidlY,and in a short time the pumpage
into the Illinois and Michigan Canal was not suffic-
ient to protect the water supply. So the City of Chi-
cago,at an expense of ~3,500,OOO.OOtwith the consent
of the state,rebuilt the Canal aecording to the ori-"
ginal deep cut plan to provide a gravity flow from
Lake Michigan to Lock~ort. This work was completed in
1871 and produced a flowage oapacity of 40,000 cubic
feet per minute. This gave only temporary relief and
in 1881,at a cost of i251 t 177.22.pumps were installed
15.
at the entrance to the canal,which produced a flow of
60,000 cubic feet per minute. In a short time ,it was
demonstrated that this provided only partial relief and
again the drinking water was polluted and typhoid fever
was epidemic.
In 1885 the Drai'nage and Water Supply Comm-
issdon was created to make a through,complete and scien-
tific investigation of the entire subject of water sup-
plY,sewerage and drainage in the district. This comm-'
ission was composed ,of sanitary engineers of national
reput~ and for two years they worked on the matter.
In 1887 they made a report in which they con-
sidered every known method of sewage disposal and also
the great demand for a deep waterway to the Gulf and
recommended,as a complete solution for Chicago's dif-
ficulties,the following:
(1). That a Sanitary and Ship Canal be constructed con-
necting Lake Michigan at Chicago with the Des Plaines
River at Lockport,of sufficient size and ca~acity· to per-
mit a flow of 24,000 cubic feet per minute of water for
each 100.000 of population,based on a total of two and
one-half millions of ~eople.
(2). That this canal be constructed of such depth and so
connected with the Chicago River as to permanently re-
verse it and send its flow through the Des Plaines and
16.

less than eighteen feet of water ,ft.
In 1890 The Sanitary District started their
surveus of canal routes and the Government was immead-
iately advised. Five complete canal routes were sur-
veyed and a complete copy of these,and other data,w~re
sent to the War Department and were transmitted to Con-
gress.
. On April 21,1891,the Sanitary District advised
the Secretary o~ War that it had passed an ordinance pro-
viding:" That the Sanitary District of Chicago do forth-
with enter upon,use,widen,deepen and improve the Chi-
cago River * * * so as to make the same a proper and
sufficient supply channel for the main channel * * ",
and directed that an investigation of the river be made
so as to determine its capacity.
Final engineering reports were made in Feb-
ruary and the canal route chosen in April,1892. In the
same year contracts were let and the canal was acj'ually
under construction in the year 1893.
On August 16,1895,a commission of army engin-
eers,made an investigation of the effeot of the contem-
plated diversion of 10,000 cubia feet per second at Chi-
cago,and reported that this diversion would lower the
levels of the Great Lakes approximately 6 inches.
18.
On June 16, 1896,The Sanitary District asked
the Secretary of War for permission to widen and deep-
en the Chicago Rlver,and on July 3, 1896,the permit was
granted with the following provls1ons:* * "plans must
be furnished showing the proposed new brldges,bypass,
docks and etc.,and that the authority shall not be in-
terpreted as approval of the plans of the Sanitary
District of Chicago to introduce a current into the
.~
Chicago River. This latter proposition must be here-
afetr subml tted for consideration".
Other plans were submitted and other permits
were issued but all were dependen~ upon the provisions
called for under the permit of July 3,1896.
On January 17, 1900,the Main Channel was com-
pleted and placed in operation with a flowage capacity
of 10.:000 cubic feet per second, which was authorized by
a permit granted on May 8, 1899.This permit contained two
provisions which were to be adhered to, they were:
(l(.If Congress acted,then the permit should be invalid.
(2).If a current in the Chicago River was created unduly
obstructive to navlgatlon,then the permit might be
limited.
Some contended that the permit of May 8,1899, Ilm1ted
the diversion .to 5,000 cubic feet per second, but
19,.
but the Court held that there was no limitation by the
permit that the Sanitary District shou1d,in diverting
waters from Lake Miehigan,keep within any stated,max-
imum,and that the preamble was no pa.rt of the permit.
Then immediately after the opening of the
canal the D.istrict prepared comprehensive plans to im-
prove the Chicago River so as to create throughout its
entire length a minimum width o~ 200 feet and a min-
-
imum depth of 26 feet,and asked fer permission to make
the River between Kinzie and Eighteenth streets 200 feet
wide and 26 feet deep (April 26,1900) and on June 7,1900
asked to make the river the same dimensions from Twelth
street to Ashland Avenue. The permits were granted on
July 11~1900 requiring the same provisions to be adher-
ed to as the permit of May 8,1899,called fqr.
While all of these plans were being laid by
the District.navigation interests complained of the
current in the Chicago River,declaring the current was
injurious to navigation.
Now before the work Q,f widening and deepen.;ing
the canal could be got under way the War Department had
issued an order limiting the flow •.• This order limited
the flow to 200 ,000 cubic feet per minute expressly be-·
oause of the claim that the then diversion endangered
navigation in the Chicago River.
On
On July 23,1901,the Secretary of War amended
the order of April 9,1961,permitting' a withdrawal of
300,000 cubic feet per minute between the hours of 4:00
o'clock p.m. and 12:00 O'alock,midnight,of each day,a
period of the day when such additional flow would not
interfere with navigation on the Chicago River. Again
on December 5,1901,the diversion was limited-to 250,000
aubic feet per minute.(4,167 cubic feet per second).
On January' 17,1902, the Secretary of War ,approved the
plans of the Sanitary District fo the improvements,in
order to create a flowage channel in the Chicago River,
South Branch. and West Fork,of sufficient eize to re-
move the objections on account of current in that river.
On January 7,1903,the ~ecretary of War,modified
its direction of December 5,1901,and authorized the in-
crease of the flow of the Chicago River to 350,000 cu-
bic feet of water per minute during the year and until
tfa1c11131 , 1903. (the clC?sed season of nav igat 'ion) •
Between 1902 and 1912 the Sanitary District
pract ically completed the wo"rk of widening and deepening
the Chicago River throughout its entire length,it was
widened to 200 feet and 26 feet de'pth and had a flowage
capacity of 10.000 cubic feet per s~cond,with a velOcity
od not more than It miles ~er hour.
While the Channel improvements were being
made the District also built intercepting .sewers and
21.
pumping stations along the Lake front to collect the
sewage so that it could be pumped back into the Chi-
cago River. In MaY,1903,the Illinois Legislature ex-
tended the corporate limits of the Sanitary District
southward to include the Calumet Region,and northward
to include the North .Shore District, and authorized
the District to develop and dis~ose of electrical pow-
er arising fromJwaters passing through its channels.
On February 19,1906,the United states Sup-
reme Court decided that the City of Chicago was in the
Mississ1ppi-watershed,and further resolutions were
passed by the House and Senate of the United states,
,authorizing the Secretary of War,to lower the crests
of the Government dam at Kampsville and LaGrange,so
that a greater quanity of water could pass through the
Illinois River without damage to riparian owners.
Between 1903 and 1907 the main channel was
extended a distance of four miles from Lockport to
Joliet,and a power house was constructed there,whose
power is ei~her consumed by the Sanitary District it-
self in the operation of its various plants or is
sold to the City o~ Chicago for lighting streets ro
to various park districts for lighting the parks and
boulevards of the c1tY,or to other towns and villages
adjacent to Chicago ,at substantially east of prod,uetion.
In September,1907, the Secretary of War gave
authority to the Sanitary District for the construction
of the North Shore Channel,this channel was necessary
to furnish an outlet for drainage for Evanston and oth-
er North Shore villages and towns.
!rhel.:.District applied to the ~Var Department
for permission to construct the Calumet-Sag Channel,
which,at the outset,was refused.but after some neg-
otiations was finally granted in the year 1910. This
connected the Calmnet River with the Main Channel at
the Village of Sag,Cook County, Illinois •
. Beginning with the Rivers and Harbors Act
of Maroh 3,1899,the act under which the Secretary of
War has sought to regulate the diversion at Chicago,
Congress has passed many acts providing for surveys
for waterway in the Illinois River contemplating the
use of the Sanitary and Ship Canal and the diversion
therefor.
There was expended by the Sanitary District
of Chicago,up to this time,in the construction of
channels,intercepting sewers.sewage pumping stations
and miscellaneous construction some 98,000,000 dollars.
As a result of the operation of the Sanitary
District works above described,water borne diseases
have been practically eliminated in Chicago. Taking
typhoid fever death rate alone the rate in Chicago has
declined from a'maximum of 172 per 100,000 of population
in 1891,to one per 100,000 population in 1922,and in
1928 the rate was below one ~er 100,000 population.
The report 'of the Drainage and vVater Supply
Commission in 1887 and the report of the Legislative
Joint Commission upon which the Sanitary District Law
was based,fixed the ratio of dilution necessary for
safety at 200 cubic feet per minute for each one thous-
and of population,.
Thi~ ratio was accepted by a great number of
prominent sanitary engineers in the years following and
the City of Washington.D.C.,used it in their dilution
system whose effluent went into the Potomac River. Then
the e,ngineers report ing upon the terms for a treaty as
to boundary waters between Canada and the United states
'also recommended this ratio be used and it was approved
by the International Water Ways Commission.
About this time t1908) the District commenced
the study and investigation of sewage treatment real-
izing that the necessity of treating the sewage from'
over 3,000,000 people would soon be upon them. (This
is covered in the general history of the Sanitary Dis-
trict).
The underlying .bas is of the operat ion of the
Diversion Works and, supplementary sewage disposa'l works
above described is the necessity of keeping all the
sewage out of Lake Michigan to protect the water supply.
This requir.es the reversal of the Chicago River at all
times,so that at no time,even during the worst storm,
will it flow into Lake Michigan,and with its filth con-
taminate the drinking water.
The annual maximum flood run-off of the Chi-
cago River drainage area is 10,000 cubic second feet.
This was accurately determined by the Drainage and Wat-
er Supply Commission and was so stated in its report,
dated January 30,1887. It was for this reason,as stated,
that the Sanitary District Act provides that any chan-
nel constructed under said Act shall have a capacity
of not less than 600,000 cubic feet per minute or 10,000
per second.
It was estimated then that about once a year
this flood run~off of the Chicago River would oceur,and
the careful observations of the Sanitary District sin~e
that time have demonstrated the accuracy of this con-
clusion. However,the necessity is much accentuated,due
to the vast paved and sewered areas in Chicago,always
increasing,causing quicker. concentration of storm run-
of~. Rains causing run-offs exceeding 4,167 cubic feet
25 •.
per second from the drainage area of the Chicago River
occur from seven to eight times ~er year.
A flow of lOtOOO cubic second feet in the
Sanitary and Ship Canal means that Chicagots water sup-
ply is safe at all times. A flow of 4 t 167 cubic second
feet means- constant danger of pollution to the water
supply because of the fact that an ordinary hard rain
will cause a run-off exceedi~g this amount.
If a flow of materially less than 10,000 cubic
second feet is maintained in the river and canal over
a period of yearstsuch silting would take place as to
give these channels a capacity equal only to the flow
so maintained. Under such a condition danger of poll-
ution would become a certainty every time the r~n-off
from the rain exceeded the quanity of flow maintained
in the channel.
Even if silting had not taken place sufficient
to materially reduce the capacity of the channels,the
flow could not be increased from an amount materially'
lower than 10,000 seconds feet to the amount of the
run-oif,in case of sudden storm, in time to keep the Chi-
cago River from flowing into Lake Michigan. Ex~eriments
in this respect have demonstrated that it takes from
12 to 24 hours to create throughout the whole length of
the channel the full effect of a change in the amount
26.
of flow; and the run~off from a storm can reach the
River in three to six hours. This condition,of course,
is made more serious as the Chicago drainage area is
further paved and sewered.
Now from all that had passed beforetthe Dis-
trict thought that the restriotions of flow thrnugh the
River w~re made only in the interests of navigation and
that when the River improvements were made the maximum
flow would again be permitted,providing permit restrict-
ions were met.
So on February 5,1912,all conditions of the
~ermits having been met ,the Sanitary District made app-
lication to the Secretary of Vfar for the withdrawal of
the modificat1on t and the recognition of the original
permit by again issuing one for the· withdrawal of 10,000
cubic feet of water per second. 'On May 8,19l3,the Sec-
retary of War refused on the principal ground that he
was.without authority and the matter was in the hands
of Congress.
At this time the real foes of the diversion
project became active. These foes were the states bor~
d·ering en the Great Lakes and the Dominion of Canada.
In the year 1895,before the Sanitary District
Channel was completed, THE CANADIAN GOVERmLEIJT STTJDIED
ITS PROBABLE EFFECT ON THE LEVELS OF THE GREAT LAKES.
The report,at that time,discussed at length all data
available and found,among other things:
(l).That the works then being constructed by the San-
itary District ~rovided for and would ultimately
and necessarily require a diversion of 10,000 cub-
ic feet per second;and
(2).Would lower the level of ~he Great Lakes(eicept-
ing Lake Superior) approximately six inches.
So in 1896 Canada asked the appointment of an Inter-
national Waterways Commission to adjudicate conflict-
ing rights which had arisen or might thereafter arise
on international streams.
In 1905 the International waterways Commiss-
ion was ~ormed consisting of three members represen-
ting the United states and three members from the .Dom-
inion of Canada,representing Great Britain. Separate
reports were made from time to time by the different
groups to their respective governments and at other
times joint re~orts:were made to both governments.
On March 15.1906,a joint resolution was pass-
ed by the House and Senate of the Congress,requesting
2S;
that the American members of the International Water-
way's Commission "ReI>ort to Congress at an early' date
what action ~E in their jUdgement necessary and des-
irable to prevent further depletion of' water flowing
over Niagara Fall's n. .
On ~~rch 19,1906,the report was made:
"The said 6ommission found what the ex.isting diver--
sions were at Niagara Falls on the 'American side,and
also on the Canadian side of, the boundary_ It found
the total diversion on the Canadian side,for power,
to be 36,000 cubic second feet and that the total div-
ersion on,the American side,28,500 cubic second feet,
including the Chicago Drainage Canal. It recoID~ended
that "legislation be enacted which shall contain the
following provi:sionx,viz.:
(a).The Secretary of War to be authroized to grant per-
mits for the diversion of 28,500 cubic feet per
second,and no more,from the waters naturally trib-
utary to Niagara Falls,distributed as follows:
Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufact- C.F.
uring Company--------------------------- 9,500
Niagara. Falls Power Company------------- 8,600
Erie Canal,or its tenants, {in additio~
to lock ser~ice)----~---~--------------- 400
Chicago ~ra1nage Canal------------------ 10,000
(b). All other diversions of water which is naturally
tributary to Niagara Falls to be prohibited,ex-
cept such as may be required for domestic use or
for the service of locks in navigation canals TT •
On June 29,1906,Congress passed an Act known
as an "Act for the :Preservation of Niagara Fa.lls n ,
which accepted the recommendations of the Internation-
al waterways Commission,and provided that the Sec-
retary of War. might grant permits for the diversion
of water at Niagara Falls to the com~anies in substan-
tially the amounts named in the International Water-
ways Commission's recornmendations. Howe·vertthe Chi-
cago diversion was dealt with by provision in Section
1 of said Act,that it should not ,be interpreted as
forbidding the diversion of waters of the Great Lakes
or of the Niagara River for sanitary or domestic pur-
poses, or for naVigation.
~he said Act, by its terms,remaihed in for-
ce three years. By resolution of Congress thereafter
adopted said Act was continued in force until July 1,
1920.
On April 25,1906,the Canadian section of the
Commission reported to the Minister o:r Public Works
of the Dominion of Canada concerning the diversion of
30.
waters at Niagara Falls under the terms of the treaty
in that res~ect as follows:
"The quanity of water required at Chicago,for
the diversion,is comparatively sfiiall.,but the character
of this diversion in"Volves the continuous flow of wat-
er which will have the effect of lowering Lake Michigan,
by over 6 inches and Lake Erie by 4t inches * * * * *
As the diversion from Lake Michigan to the Mississippi
River is of a much more serious character than the tem-
porary diversions from the Niagara River,it is felt
that the amount of water taken on the American side 1 of
the Niagara 'River should be limited to 18,500 cubic feet
per second * * * * It is exceedingly important in the
interests of navigation,both to ourselves and the peo-
ple of the United States,that the diversion by way of
the Chicago Drainage Canal should be limited * * * * *





Chicago Drainage Canal--------------------- 10,000
Total-------------------------------------~28,500
Canadian Side.
Niagara Falls and the Niagara Peninsula---- 36,000
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* * * ~ermanent or complete diversions of such waters
are wrong in principle and,therefore,should be here-
after absolutely prohibited. The diversions by the Chi-
cago drainage canal should be. limited to the use of not
more than 10,000 cubic feet per second.* * *
On May 3,1906, the· International Waterways
Commission made a joint report which was signed by all
of the Canadian representatives and.by all the represen-
tatives from the United States,1n part it was as follows:
" The Commission recommends that diversions,exclusive
·o~ water required for locks in naVigation canals,be lim-
ited on the Canadian side to 36,000 C.S.F. and on the
United states side to 18,500 C.S.F.,and in addition there-
to a diversion for sanitary purposes not to exceed lO~OOO
C.S.F. be authorized for the Chicago Drainage Canal". The
effect of 'the diversion of water b~ the Chicago Drainage
Canal upon the general Navigation interests of the Great
Lakes system will be considered in a separate report.
On November 2'7,1906, the American Section of
the Commission reported; "A discussion of the effects
'of such diversion upon water Ie·velss ,and consquently upon
the navigation interests of the Great Lakes and .of the
St.Lawrence Valley,could find no proper place in the
~iagara Falls report. In recommending the allowahfie of
10,000 C.S.F. to the Chicago Drainage Canal the Commiss-
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ion ignored these important questions. It believedtin
so doing,that it was accepting a general tacit agree-
ment that some sueh amount was required to protect the
health of Chicago,and that the city should have it with-
out further.question,whatever the effect upon navigat-
ion might be. * * *
Again on January 4,1907,a joint report was
made recommending 10,000 C.S.F. diversion at Chicago,
this report discussed the work already done, the Ill-
inois law under which the Sanitary District was work-
ing and the cost of the work completed. The report end~
ed by stating :"We therefore recommend that the Go~ern­
ment of the United states prohibit the diversion of
1fORE THAN 10,000 C.S.F FOR THE CHICAGO DRAINAGE CANALt~.
All reports of the American Section,the Can-
adian Section and the International Vy'aterways Commiss-
ion demonstrate that the diversion of 10,000 C.S.F. at
Chicago was charged against the United states in all
discussions leading up'to the Treaty and in the Treaty
itself.
The Boundary vV'aters Treaty concluded between
the United states and the British Government analyzed
gives the following main facts:"The Preliminary Article
defines boundary waters and Article 5 fixes the author-
ized diversion from the Niagara River above the Falls,
FOR POWER PURPOSES ,in the case of the United states at
a daily diversion at the rate of 20,000 C.S.F.,and in
the case of Canada at a daily ,diversion at the rate of
36,000 C.S.F.,and the concluding paragraph of this art-
icle states that its prohibition
ttshall not apply' to the diversion of water for san-
itary or domestic purposes * * * ".
Article 8 defines the order of precedence to be observed
among the various uses enumerated for boundary waters:
(l).Uses for domestic and sanitary purposes;
(2).Uses for navigation,including the service of canals
for the purposes of navigation;
(3).Use for power and for irrigation purposes;
And then follows this significant prov1sion~
"THE FOREGOING PROVISIONS SHALL NOT APPLY TO OR DIST1JRB
ANY EXISTING USES OF BOUNDARY WATERS ON EITHER SIDE· OF
THE BOUNDAR.Y • "
Going back in our story until 1907,the San-
itary District applied for a permit to construct the
Calumet-Sag Canal and to draw through it some 4.000
cubic feet per second of water in addition to that
authorized for the Chicago River. This permit was de-
nied,but the Sanitary District signified its intention
of constructing the canal and making the withdrawal
unless prevented by injunction. So in 1908 suit was
filed in the United states Court to enjoin the Sanitary
District from diverting more water than authorized by
the 1901 l)ermit.
At this ·t ime both suits were cons olidated in
the courts- and evidence was taken on both sides from
time to time. In 1914 the taking of testimony was con-
cluded. As a basis for the injunction it was set forth,
by navigation and other interests in opposition,·that
there was a lowering of lake levels of from 4 to 6 in-
ches,with a consquent damage to navigation in the
Great Lakes System•.
The suit remained in the Court until June 18.
1923,when a formal decree was entered,finding against
the Sanitary District of Chicago and in favor of the
\ opposition. An appeal was taken in the United states
Snpr.eme Court on January 5,1925,and that Court in hand ..
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ing down its decision, stated that" the decree for the
injunction as prayed is'affirmed,to go into effect in
sixty days-without prejudice to any permit that may be
issued by the Secretary of War according to law,~ thus
giving a possible opening for relief of the situation.
Now to get ahead of the story somewhat,the
lake levels,supposed to have been lowered by the diver-
sion at Chicago,started rising with the diversion still
in effect. ~Irue enough during' the years of 1926-28 the
levels of the lakes had reached their lowest point in
some fifty years of charting and it seemed that the div~
ersion had a great deal to do'. with the matter. But the
next years found the levels rising and in 1929 the lev~
els had risen some two and one-half feet abo~e their
normal stage. still the foes of diversion are using the
low level stage as one of their princi~al arguments as
to why Chioago should not divert water from the lake.
From 1923 until 1929 the above case remained
in the court. testimony being taken at Chicago and at
Washington in the latter part of the year. The matter
at this time was in the hands of the Honorable Charles
Evans Huges,who had been appointed by the Supreme Court
tiS Special.Master to recommend to the Court the proper
action to be taken. His recommendations were made on
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December 17,1929,to the Supreme Court,and were in part
as follows : n recoIrilllending that it order the construct-
ion in Chicago of a seri~s of sewage treatment plants
over a period of nine years and the simultaneous red-
uction,by degrees,of water diversion from Lake Michigan
from the present amount of 8,500 sec.-ft. to a permanent
figure of 1,500 sec.-ft. on December 31,1938."~Some other
important recommendations are :
(1). The North Side sewage treatment works,with appurten-
ances,should be completed on or before July-l,1930.
(2). That batteries A and B of the West Side sewage-
treatment works should be completed on or before
July 1,1930.
(3). Tha t the Calumet sewage treatmen-t works , with appur--
tenances, should be completed o-n or before December
31,1933.
(4). That the West Side sewage treatment works ,with app-
urtenances,should be com~leted on or before December
31,1935.
(5). That the .Southwest Side sewage treatment works,with
appurtenances, should be com~leted on or before Dec-
ember 31,1938.
(6). That the necessary intercepting sewers pertaining
to the above described sewage treatment works should·
be completed within the time allowed for the eom-
:plet ion of the sewage ·treatment works, respect ively.
(7). That the foregoing estimate allowance is made for
ordinary conti~gencies,but not for strikes or oth~
er occurences beyond the control of the Sanitary
District or its contractors.
(8). That the diversion by the Sanitary District from
Lake Michigan should be reduced on July 1,1930,to
an annual diversion of 6,500 sec.-ft. tin addition
to domestic pumpage,
These are the main· provisions ~ecommended
with the additional one of bUilding controlling works
to prevent the reversal of the Chicago River in time of
storm and the.introduction of stormflow into Lake Mich-
igan;and that when these controlling works are bUild,
the diversion should not exceed the annual average of
5.000 sec.-ft. in: addition to the domestic pumpage.
And, that the term "diversion" in the foregoing con~
elusions is meant the flow diverted by the Sanitary Dis-
trict exclusive of the water drawn by the city of Chi-
cago for water-suppl purposes and entering the Chicago
River and its branches or the Calumet River,or the Chi-
cago Drainage Canal as sewage.
The matter rests in the handsef the Supreme
Court,while the District goes on with its construction.
In addition to canal construction and river im-
provement,building of new sewers to replace old sewers
draining into Lake Michigan was necessary. Between 1698
and 1905 the City of Chicago constructed intercepting
sewers along the lake front,the sewer on the South Side
'leading to the Thirty-ninth street Pumping Station and
the sewer on the North Side leading to the Lawrence
Avenue Pumping Station.
It had long been recognised by the Sanitary Dis-
trict that ,in a city growing as is Chicago,a limit would
be reached beyond ~hich it would not be feasible to dis-
pose of sewage entirely by dilution. The capacity of all
the channels would be taxed and the amount of water that
could be withdrawn from Lake Michigan for sewage dilution
would,be limited. Accordingly as far back as 1908 a thr-
ough study of methods of sewage treatment,other than dil-
ution,was begun. Laborataries and experiaental sewage
testing s~ations were built and operated. One for domestic
sewage from 1908 to 1911.one for special trade wastes from
1912 to 1914, and one on activated sludge process from
1915 to 1918,then two others were run on tannery wastes
and the ,special wastes of the Corn Products Company.
Nothing was ov·erlooked which would give the Sanitary Dis.
trict the best and most up to dat'e information on sewage
disposal. This time and money devoted to the study and
investigation of.'sewage treatmentws.s absolutely necess-
ary to precede the initation by the Sanitary District
of its vast and expensive sewage treatment program. The
art of sewage disposal has been for a great many years
in a state of continuing change. Almost as soon as plans
for sewage disposal had been adopted,they were discarded
as obsolete for some other plan. The Imhoff tanks and
sprinkler filter method is not perfect and at times causes
nuisances due to odors. In places it has given away to
the activated sludge process. Then the popularity of the
ac'tivated sludge process is de.l?endent upon the ease with
whioh the sludge .an be disposed of and the cost of oper-
ation.
As a result of the studies of sewage treatment,
the Board of Trustees of the Sanitary District,by ordin-
ance passed August 7,1919,adopted a program and project
for the construction of artificial sewage treatment
plants to be operated supplementary to its sewage,drain-
age and water diversion works. This program provided for
the construction each year of certain plants so that at
the end of twenty-five y~ar8 only half the amou~t of
sewage and wastes then passing through the Drainage Can-
al would be discharged int6 the Des Plaines River.
The Sanitary District at present has been divided
into four minor districts served by individual plants,
The North Side Sewage Treatment Works,and activated
sludge plant,treats that part of Chicago north of Full-
erton Avenue (3200 north) ·and the villages and towns
north of Chicago;The West Side Sewage Treatment Works
treats that part of Chicago south of Fullerton Avenue
to the Chicago River and The Drainage Canal and from the
Lake west to the city limits,the 'LoQP' area,and the
villages and towas west of Chicago,th1s is an Imhoff
tank plant with proposed trickling filters;The South-
west Side Sewage Treatment Works (still in the design
stage) will be an activated sludge type plant,and
will treat that part of Chicago south of the Chicago
River and the Drainage Canal south to 95th.Street and
the villages and towns south and west of Chicago;The
Calumet Sewage Treatment Works is an old plant qUite
a bit smaller than the others and has been used for an
experimental station along with the regular sewage
treatment work,it serves that part of Chicago south of
95th.Street and the Village and towns south of Chicago.
It is planned to enlarge this 'plant to' about three times
its present capacity starting next yeartthis will be an-
other Imhoff tank ]lant.
The North Side Plant is finished,the West Side
Plant -two-thirds finished,the Southwest Side Plant still
41 •
in the design stage and the Calumet Plant complete
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.The West Side Sewage Treatment Works is located
in ~he Village of Stickney south and west of Chicago on
the north side of the Drainage Canal.
The plant has been designed to treat the sewage
of the central section of Chicago including the 'Loop'.
This area comprisese about 38 t 400 acres with an est'imated
1940 population of 1,850,000 persons. In addition the
activated sludge from the North Side Plant will be pump-
ed to this plant for digestion and disposal. The estimated
1940 population tributary to the North Side Plant is 1,015,
000 persons.
The plant consists of a pumping station,coarse bar
screens,skimming tanks,grit chambers,Imhoff Tanks,sludge
drying beds and sludge handling e~uipment.
The tanks have, been designed to handle an average
of 400,000.000 gallons of sewage a day and a maximum of
600,000,000 mX±xxmx gallons,and provisions have been made
to handle the sludge from 2 t 865,OOO persons together' with
the industrial wastes.
Two interceptors will bring the sewage to the plant.
One,17t feet in diameter,will bring the sewage from the
east and north,while a smaller one,S feet in diametertwill
bring the sewage from the west serving, th.e Des Plaine,s and
Salt Creek Areas. These two interceptors will unite at the
south end of the Pumping Stat1on,forming a junction at the
44 •.
WEST SIDE INTERCEPTING SEWER
A completed section of the West Side Sewer. This is a monolithic concrete structure 17 feet 6 inches
wide and 17 feet 6 inches high.
SALT CREEK INTERCEPTING. SEWER
Excavation in limestone for the construction of a monolithic concrete sewer with an internal width
and height of seven feet. This sewer connects with the West Side Treatment Works, and serves
the villages along Salt Creek inside the Sanitary District.
P-umll shaft. The main ]lumping station,as well as the gI'it
ehambers,coarse bar screens,and conduits were designed
for 1960 conditions since additions to these units would
be very hard to provide for later.
MAIN PUMPING STATION.
The main pumping station superstructure is 82 feet
by 369 feet in plan. The main sewage pumps to be hQused
in this structure are of· the single inlet double suction
horizontal centrifugal type,driven by direct connected
synchronous motors,and will operate against a total dynam-
ic head of 68 feet. Two of the pump units have a 48-inch
suetion,36-inch discharge,a capacity of 100 cubic feet per
second,and are driven by l,OOO-horsepower motor. The re-
maining five have a 54-inch suction,48-inch d1scharge,a
capacity of 200 cubic feet per second and each is driven
bya 2000-horsepollver motor. The pumps are preceded by bar
screens with 4-inch clear-openings.
For pumping the return sewage from the grit chamb-
ers to the influent oonduits of the Imhoff tanks, four
horizontal motor-driven 30-inch auction,24-inoh discharge
centrifugal pumps,driven by 75-horsepower induction mot-
ors,each with a oapacity of 30 cubic feet per second a-
gainst a total dynamic head of 12 feet are provided.
Located alsQ in the 'uilding is the main electrical
control ro'om and the necessary appurtenances, the air com-
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Section through part of one Skimming tank showing hopper into
which botton sludge is drawn and layout of chain-scraper mech-
anism for skimming top scum and drawing bottom sludge into the
hopper.
pressor units for operating the screening and sludge
ejectors,and the central heating plant. The compressor
units have a total capacity of 6,250-cubic feet of free
air per minute at a working pressure of 40 pounds per
square inch. The heating plant consists of three 300-
horsepower oil-fired boilers and the .necessary auxiliary
equipment.
SKINJJIING TANKS.
The works for 1940 flows will require eight skim~
m'ing tanks ,each 66 feet by 105 feet in plan. These are
.of con~rete,provid1ng for a water depth of 11 feet,and
are c~rried on the 'rolled embankment' by concrete piles.
These tanks provide for a detention period of 15 minutes
at average flow,and are designed to remove the oil and
other scum-forming material in the sewage,and to separate
the grit before the sewage enters the Imhoff Tanks. The
tanks are provided with mechanical equipment of the s.cral)-
er conveyor type for removing the bottom sludge and top
surface oil and scum. About 15% of the average sewage
flow will be drawn off with the bottom sludge 'and passed
thru the grit chambers. An operating gallery wontains the
various valves,meters and piping for controlling the
operation of the skimming tanks. The rate of withdrawal
of the bottom sludge will be controlled by two venturi
m·e·ters (On each tank. Pro"Vis1ons ha-ve been made for eight
48.
Section through one fine bar screen-the screens have one-inch I
clear openings and are mechanically cleaned by lIeans of the
revolving arm which has fingers on it projecting into the space
between the bars.The eccentric arm at the top pushes the screen-
ings off of the rake into the trough.
---- ------------~--------
tanks if required in the future.
SCREEN HOUSE.
Before passing to the skimming tanks the raw
sewage passes thru five mechanically cleaned caarse bar
screens,each of which are 10.5 feet wide and with I-inch
clear openings. These are located in the northern half
of the house to the south of the skimming tanks.The
balance of this bUilding,which has overall dimensions
of 1~6 feet by 151 feet,houses the grit chambers. The
screenings are removed and discharged into cars by means
of a pneumat 10 e-jeetor system.
GRIT CHAMBERS.
After ~ass1ng thru the skimming tanks,the con~
centrated bottom sludge thus obtained is to be passed
thru four grit chambe,rs,each of which is designed to be
90 feet long and 8 feet wide,with a flow depth ot 5.6
feet. The dete~tion period is 1.5 minutes and the vel-
ocity is 1.0 feet per second. The effluent from the
grit chambers then flows to the main pumping station
to be pumped to the influent conduits feeding the Im-
hoff tanks. The grit chambers are cleaned with an over ....
head monorail system with an electrically operated grab"
buckettwhich discharges into cars for disposal.
The use of the skimming tanks to remove the grit
from the sewage rfiaDs possible the uee of smaller number
50.
Section Through The Meter Vault-showing one of the 96"by 54" Venturi
~ters for the main sewage flow,one Of the 36" by 20" for the return
sewage flow and the two-elght-inch cast iron lines to carry the
waste activated sludge from the North Side Plant into the influent
conduit of one of the batteries of Imhoff tanks.
'of grit chambers.
]JIETER VAlJLT • .
The effluent of the skimming tanks,as well as
the return sewage ,a.fter passing through the grit cham-
bers and pumped,is measured by means of three 96-inch
and three 36-inch Venturi meters 'respectively. The
effluent from the grit chambers as well as the activ-
ated sludge from the North Side Plant is mixed with the
raw sewage immeadiately behind th'e master sewage meters.
An adjustable weir box for distributing the ex-
cess sludge from the North Side Plant to the influent
conduits of the Imhoff tanks is located in the same
bUilding. By means of this box the sludge can be pro-
portioned,or else wholly shut off, to the different
batteries of Imhoff tanks.
Provisions have been made for the additional met~
ers that will be re~uired when the two additional batter-
ies of Imhoff tanks are built in the future.
A one-story superstructure is built over one end
of the main ,building which houses the meter equipment
and the above sludge distribution box. The meter vault
itself is 42.5 feet by 99 fee·t in plan.
DKHOFF TANKS.
The design of the Imhoff tanks proves interestilg t
52.
WEST SIDE SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS
A construction view of the Imhoff tanks showing the main north and south walls. The forms for
the pre-cast baffles appear in the foreground.
WEST SIDE SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS
One of the Imhoff tanks before the interior walls and baffles have been placed.
Traverse Section Through Imhoff T'ank Unit Showing All Details and Expansion Joint
EI +3500
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L6ngitudinal Section Through Imhoff Tank and Operating Gallery
p.articularly since part of their duty '111 be to d1t~est
the waste aotivated sludge from the lorth Side Plant,
looated about 18 miles away on the northern edge of the
city. This hae necessitated a larger proporticnate size
of digestion oha~bere than 1~ u8uall~ the case. Too,the
control features,the prciposed gas collection system,and
the scum oollection fao11it~es are notevv·orthy. ~fhese fe-
a tures ar'e best understood by referenoe to the drawings
showing the sect·ions of a t~r'pica.l tank.
~fhe tanks E.re de s 19ned for 1940 cond 1t ions with
a detention period of two hours at.average flow of 400,
000 fOOO gallons pel' day. The slua.goa d1ge[:t1on volume has
been pro'V i.ded for tlpOn the btlS is of of 2 cub 10 feet per
capita for The west Side population and 5 cubic feet per
capita tor the Nerth Side population. This requires 108
tanks eaoh 80 feet b:v 80 feet. square with a water d,e th
of 33 feet. The tanks have been grouped into three bat-
teries o:f36 tanks eH.oh. Ea.ch batteri/" has been 'provided
with three operating galleries containing the conduits,
control equipment.sludge draw!off valves and piping
equipfJlent.
The design of one trnk,together with the com-
plete layout,are shown in the drawin~s. Each tank oontains
5 settling oompartments and the bottom of the sludge com-
partment oonsists of two troughs 40 feet wide at the top
54.
Plan Of One Of The Valve Houses-showing the influent and effluent ~<.
conduits to one-balf of a battery of Imhoff tanks.By operation of
the valves on these conduits the flow may be readily reversed thru
any set of six Imhoff tanks in a row. Here also every other, conduit
has a Venturi meter section in it to measure the flow to one set of'
tanks.
and 9.5 feet deep. The sludge is drawn from each tank
by gravity by six 8-inch east iron pipes to the sludge
pipe system in the operating gallery and 1s pumped to
the sludge drying beds by three 1500-gallons per min-
ute ejectors.
Reversal of -flow is readily secured without any
"change in the tank gates or weirs by means of electric-
ally operated gate valves on the main feed conduits.
These valves are to be utilized to convert either con-
duit into influent or effluent eonduit as dee1red,and
the reversal of any pair of these valves reverses the
flow in units of 6 or 12 tanks without further trouble.
The "flow of sewage to the 1ndiYidual Imhoff tank
is controlled by orifices in the influent pipes to the
tanks. A system of pip~ng and scum boards has been de-
signed for the removal of sC.um,while gas vent le'dges
and a complete gas collection system has been devised
for possible future gas collection.
Three operating galleries in each battery of Im~
hoff tanks,located between parallel rowa of tanks,con-
tain 'the main sludge collectors and valves,:pip1ng and
other appurtenances for the re~oval of sludge from in-
dividual tank units. One ~~etor and two valve houses
at on~_ end of .a~h battery contain the meters and elee-
56.
This de~il of a coppe late expansion Joint Is the one used for
conduits, r~an1 sectlon carrying water, at o~er points where a
water tight Job Is not needed the mastic filler without the copper
strip Is used.
tr1cally operated valves for regulating an« reversing
the flow to the tanks,and three pneumatic ejectors,each
with a capacity of 1500-gallon per minute ,for lifting
the sludge to the drying beds. The Ejector and Valve
houses are covered with one-story superstructures.
Expansion 1s provided for in the Imhpff tanks by
forming the units in groups of two or four tanks,and
separating adjoining groups with a mastic filled expan-
sion joint. In this way,joints thru tank. walls are avoid ...
ed.yet expansion is well provided for. Expansion coup-
lings are placed on all piping where they cross the ex-
pansion joint of the structure.
SLUDGE DRYING BEDS.
For the present there is to be 51-acres of slu-
dge drying beds,26-acres now being under eontract.These
are to be of the underdrained sand bed type. The beds
have been figures at the rate of 0.6 sqare foot per cap-
ita for the tributary West Side population,and 1.1 sq-
pre foot per capita for the North Side population.
Mechanical cleaning apparatus 1s provided for and a type
designed and experimented with at the Calumet Plant is
to be used. This maohine is a system of mechanical scr-
apersthat will gather the sludge,piek it up,and then
convey it to standard gauge railway cars,into which it
58.
Sect10n of 18'-6" Condu1t·this conduit 1s the effluent conduit from
the sk1mm1ng tanks leading to the Meter Vault,the section shown has
the return sewage condu1t at the top wh1ch also goes to the Keter
Vault.
will be discharged ,and then transported to and dump-,
ed on land reserved for the purpose along the ~a1n
Channel. This sludge transportation will require a
standard guage railway with complete rolling stockta
round-house and repair shops,together with the necess-
ary unloading and distributing equipment.
CONDUITS.
An important part of the work involves the sys-
tem of conduits through which the sewage flows to var~
ious stages of the treatment. These include individual
discharge conduits from the main sewage pumps,each with
a combined overflow and surge chamber;and overflow con-
duit discharging into the interceptor entering the pump-
ing station,a main conduit (14 f by 14'0) from the surge
chambers to the coarse screens,two feed conduits (lOt-On
by 10'-0") from the the screens to the skimming tanks,
a main, effluent (semi-elliptical 18'-6") conduit from the
skimming ~anks to the meter vault,a return sewage conduit
(4'-6 tf by 4'-6") from the skimming tanks to the grit cham-
bers, a suction conduit (4 1 -9" by 4 1 -9") from the grit
chambers to the return sewage :pumps in the 'pumping station,
a discharge conduit (4'-9" by' 4 1 _9") from the pumps to the
meter vault,three influent conduits,(71~on by 10'-0") from
the meter vault to the three batteries of Imhoff tanks_,
a main plant effluent conduit (semi-elliptical 13'-0")
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from the Imhoff tanks to the 1!Iain Channel t a cast iron
sludge line (24 T1 in diameter) from each Imhoff tank
battery ejector pit to the sludge beds,a utility tun-
nel from the pumping station to the various valve and
ejector houses,and a main drain for draining the var-
ious other structures back to the suction channel of
the pumping station.
ELECIRICAL EQUIPMENT.
The electrical equipment of the plant 1s
all controlled from. the main pumping station,oper-
ating from remote-control switchboards containing
approximately 100 panels. The plant 1s supplied with
power over 33,000 volt lines,from the Lockport Power
House and from the Publlc Service Company of Northern
Illinois. There is a very interesting "arrangement be-
tween the Sanitary District and the Public Service
Company which 1s that the District will run with their
own power when possible but if they are short the
Public Service Company will make up the additional need-
ed,and when the Sanitary District 1s not using all
the power being sent to them from"Lockport they will
send the excess to the Fublic Service Company.
There are three transformer banks at the
plant now and when the sludge bed contract 1s finished
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there will be four. The three now finished and in use
are composed of the f~llowlng units:
6---5,000 K.V.A.---33,JOO---6,OOO vol~.
6--- 8'33 K.V.A.--- 6,600---' 440 volt.
6--- 100 K.V~A.--- 6,600--~ 110 volt.
The feed lines .to the plarrt are first' brought
into a Sub-ststion located'south of the punlpin~ station
on the north bank of the canal. The three l!ockport lines
are equipped with nine single phase oil circuit breakers
with motor-operated disconnects arranged so that a co~­
blnatlon circuit of any three wires ~av be made.The two
Public Service ~omnanv lines are each opo.tected with a
three phase circuit breaker and motorc:aoperated discon-
nects. Two 33,000 volt lines running from the substation
to the transformers in the pumping station are protected
by three phase circul,t breakers. All of the clrcul t break-
ers and disconnects are interlocked and controlled by a
special remote control line selector system. The station




The plant is situated on a subsoil that is in
part a bed of stratified clay that has most of the prop-
erties of hardpan,while in part the soil appear~ to have
been a lake some time in the ancient past and contains
a high percentage of vegatable matter. Bedrock of Nia-
gara dolomite lies about a hundred feet below the sur-
face and does not need to be considered in executing the
work.
~rhe accompanying chart', showing the borings made
will make clear the actual stratas of earth found beneath
the surface. In general the earth varies from a top cover-
ing of black dirt,down thru a medium blue-clay,or a mix-
ture of blue and yellow clay~to a stiffer blue-clay with
some gravel,and then on down to a very stiff blue clay.
Delow one section ( north west portion of the
Site) water,and coarse water-bearing sand was found at a
del>th where no trouble was feared,except the possibility
of the the weight of a battery of tanks crushing down
and forcing the water and sand out along side of the
battery. Plans w~re made to enclose the battery in· a
fence of steel sheet piling and projecting thru this
bad ground to good clay,but on trying to drive the piling
thru the clay it was found to be:,an almost impossible
job,so it was given up. At the present time no harm has
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·resulted from the auove condition and there is not much
chance of harm resulting in the future as one battery
has been built for two years and if no harm showed up
in that time there is not much chance of it doing do,
PUMPING STATION EXCAVATION.
- "'J?"""'"q' •
In excavating for the pum~ing station,a hole
54 feet deep t 150 feet wide and 425 feet long had t.o be
cut in the stiffest clay. This involved the moving of
approximately 85,000 cubic yards of dirt. To do this
work.two draglines were employed. One a large steam-
driven rig with an 80 foot boom t 2t yard bucket and cat-
erpillar mounted ,and the other w'as a gas-driven rig
with a 45 foot boom and a It yard bucket. Working with
the longer dimension of the cut,the larger shovel did
the main digging,while the smaller machine aided the
larger and also did the necessary trimming. These drag-
lines were swung with eawh load to discharge the clay
into one of two 5-yard trailer wagons drawn by IO-ton
caterpillar tractors. Four of these tractors and eight
trailer wagons were thus used to haul the spoil to the
disposal area.
Work was started on stripping the site of the
bUilding on rebruary 16,1927 and went forward with all
'poss ible .speed, the only interrupt,ions be ing for weather
two wet for the wagons to run. About March l?,the work
was completed. The stripping consisted of just taking
the top 12 or 15 inches of black dirt off the site,this
was spoiled in a pile south and west of the pumping sta-
tion to be used after the job was completed to cover the
completed fill around the plant.
March 19,1927 the excavation proper was started
at the south end of the bUilding where tne deepest cut
had to be made.-"Here the invert of the interceptors,
entering the plant,formed a junction chamber at an elev-
ation of minus 35.00,which" was about 50 feet below the
surface of the ground. Work went along fairly fast for
the firt ten days or so but then rainy weather set in
and slowed things up considerably. The draglines could
work during the wet weather but the tractorS and wag-
ons would mire and therefore the spoil could not be
taken from the hole. April ~irst found the" south end
excavated to a minus 15.00 ~leva{ion;May first at a
minus 34.00 elevation and W~y 9th,found the excavation
at its lowest- elevation,minus 37.50,for the width of
bUilding and approximat~ly 20 feet in a north-south
direction. From then on the digging progressed at a




In excavation for the Imhoff tanks a dragline
with a 70 foot boom and a 2-yard bucket was usedtspoil-
ing into 5 car dump trains of 12-yard capacity running
on standard gauge track and drawn by saddle-tank 36-
ton steam locomotives.
As in the pum~ing station the black dirt was
first taken off and spoiled in a pile. Fot the main
excavation the machine first took a top-cut over the
entire area,leaving a level bottom. from a plus 14.00
elevation down to a plus 7.00 or 8.00 elevation. Then
the dragline was moved over to the south-east corner of
the battery and the actual digging of the tank bottoms
started. This was very accurate work for so large a
machine .as the bottoms- were' tr"ough-shaped "with "2 to 1
slopes,but after the operator dug the first few he be- ,
came very skilful and the work went along very smoothly.
As soon as one tank trough was completed the
concrete gang, came in and'spread a 3-inch ~ayer of
1:3:6 concrete over the clay to insure accurate placing
of the bottom reinforcing steel and to assure a good
base for the bottom slabs of the tanks. ".~~ "-
Each battery of tanks called for an excavation
500 by 550 feet in plan and from a plus 14.00 elevation
,to a minus 1.00 elevation at the deepest point.
Work of stripping the site was started on Febru-
ary 28,1927 and the stripping and top-cut excavation
was carried along at the same time. The first trough
bottom was started on April 14,1927 and the tank com-
pleted,or two trough bottoms,on April 19. After two or
three tanks were completed it was found that the ex-
cavation was progressing at the rate of one-fourth tank
a daY,as the work went along this rate was increased
to one co~plete tank with the adjacent conduit and
operating gallery footings in three days. This rate was
continued and the last tank was completed September 2,
1927. It must be remembered that the draglines did not
devote all of their time ti digging but were also used
to unload cars of material,moved forms and other heavy
work.
The dirt was disposed of some 800 feet west of
the west wall of the batterY,being stored in spoil piles,
Two five-car trains of dump-cars were used,the tracks
being laid in a rough circle, the eastern side being at
the digging site and the western side at the spoil piles.
At the spoil piles a~other dragline was located which dug a
pit along side of the track into which the cars dumped
and which then picked up and piled the dirt. After each
row,or two rows of tanks,was oompleted the track at the
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Plan giving an idea as to the location of piles
under structures on the rolled embankment.
digging site was moved west to the next row of tanks.
In all the total excavation for one battery to-
taled some 105,000 cubic yards,half of which being top
cut and the rest tank bottome. It might be well to men-
tion here that the tctal ex~avation on the job was fig-
ured as close to the total amount, of fill required as
the hydraulic design permitted.
ROLLED EMBA~ENT.
The rolled embankment,so-called,involving some
143,000 cubic ~Y'ards of dirt in place ,was de'signed to
hold such strqctures as the skimming tanks,screen house
and grit chambers,surge chambers and adjacent conduits.
This rolle~ embankment is a' fill above original
ground some 13 or 14 feet,the top elevation being at a
plus 28.00 elevation. It was necessary to build the above
structures at this elevation to obtain gravity flow to
the rest of the plant,and to proposed future trickling
filters,and to save costly excavation and footings that
would be incurred in going down t~ a lower depth with
the tank botto"ms in order to get gravity flow.
All structures and conduits built on this fill
were placed on 35-foot concrete-reinforced piles,some
of bulb footings and some plain,in all some 3566 piles
were driven.
The "dirt for the rolled embankment was obtained
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from the pumping station excavation,the Imhoff tank and
the excavation for the structures on the rolled embank-
ment. Swelling was allowed for at the rate of 1000 cubic
yards for each 40,000 cubic yards dug. Dirt was also tak-
en from a borrow pit on the west side of the rolled embank-
ment which will'be the site of the third battery of tanks.
OTHER EXCAVATION.
The skimming tanks,grit chambers,surge chambers,
meter vault,and conduit excavation was all carried on
with a l-yard dragline. Here most of the spoil was just
thrown to one side to be replaced later around the struct-
ure when built. This excavation was somewhat slower due
to the fact that it was all being done, in a fresh fill
and eve,rywhere piles were encountered.
In general the piles were driven down to a minus
six elevation which left the tops of them projecting
5 inches into the bottom slabs of the various structures.
In some cases where they projected further into the
bottom slabs,so that they would intefere with the plao-
ing of reinforcing steel~they were cut off.with a sledge
and bull point.
The total qu~nities of earth moved on the main
contracts of the plant approximated some 50,200 cubic
yards of stripping of top soil and some 568,000 cubic
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yards of earth excavation,these figures are exclusive
of the Sludge Bed Contracts.
The .top soil was stored in piles to be used
later in grad ing around .the plant after the canst'ruct-
ion was finished.
The earth excavation was also stored in piles
and was used. to refill around the structures as they
were completed and for other grading. Some 1{3,OOO
cubic yards of the excavation was used in making the
rolled embankrnent already ment icned.
-The elevation of the original ground over the
site of the plant is around a plus 14.00 elevation,and
when you consider that the elevation of the top of the
Imhoff tank walls .is at a plus 33.00 elevation J the elev-
ation of the skimming tank walls at a plus 39.00 elevat-
ion,and etc. ,and it was nece8sar~y to fill above the or-
iginal ground to near the top of these walls it will be
seen that a large yardage was necessary. For beautY,con-
venience and safety the ground had to be carried to the
above elevations and the conduits had to be covered.
The sludge bed· contract approximated some 130,
000 cubic yards of top soil stripping and some 295,000
ya~ds of earth excavation. As before the top soil was
stored·to be used later and the earth excavation was
used as needed.most of whioh going into and' old drain-
age ditch which ran through part of the sludge bed site.
As fast as the excavation was completed for the
various units of the project,work on the concrete struct~
ures was begun. The concrete work was of such magnitude
that a very interesting concrete mixing plant and dis-
tribution system was employed.
Aggregates were brought in by rail on grade in
bottom dum!? cars. These cars were spotted by' means of
an electric car puller over trach hoppers. The cars were
then dumped,and the ~ggregates lifted to stock pile by
~eans of 60-foot inclined b~lt conveyors. These convey-
ors were mounted on small steel truck.s equipped with
tunnel car wheels and running on wide 'gauge tracks to
allow for movement to one side or another as the stock
'piling require.d.
The stock piles rested on wooden platforms equip-
ped with a series of trapdoors opening onto a belt con-
veyor beneath. These trapdoors were operated by electricity
by means of a push-button control located on the control
platform at the top of the mixing plant,from which the
movement~ of the aggregated from the stock piles to the
bins was controlled. Leading from beneath the stock piles
and up over the ~ &lgg1':na.gate·. ~bins over the mixing plant a
400-foot inclined belt, conveyor carried the aggregates to
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the bins·. This conveyor was run by an electric motor,and
controlled from the platform above the bins.
Since three mixing units were installed,each
with its equi~ment for proportioning the batches,three
separate hopper bottoms we~e built in both the sand and
coarse aggregate bins. A simple reversible chute deflect~
ed the material from the belt to the desired bin,in a-
ccordance with the type of aggregates being conveyed
from storage.
Bulk cement was used exclusively on this job,and
extensive equipment was installed for the purpose of
handling the material ship~ed in this way. The cement
arrived in box cars holding 100,000 pounds. As it was
delivered,each car was spotted opposite a cnute and the
contents pushed into a chute by means of a' power scraper.
This chute led the cement into a hopper at the foot of
a chain elevator equipped with 6~inch by 12-inch buckets.
liere the cement was 1 if ted to the top of the two s ilo~.,
one on each side-of the elevator and chuted at will into
either.
From the silos,which were equipped with hopperl
bottoms and each holding 5 cars of cement,the cement.was
fed into an electrically o~erated screw oonveyor,feeding
to another centrally located bucket elevator. This elev-
ator lifts the cement to a i-car capacity auxiliary bin
on the same level as the aggregate bins,the cement pass-
ing from the conveyor to the bin by means of an inclined
screw conveyor. A second inclined screw conveyor took t~
cement from the bottom of this bin to a 700-pound ca~­
acity scale hopper directly above an electrically con-
trolled platform scale on the proportioning floor of the
mixing plant. From this scale hopper the cement fed onto
a measuring box on the platform of the scale,and from
this to a screw conveyor running above the mixer charging
hoppers and gated to each. This latter screw conveyor
discharged weighted batches of cement to each mixer as
required.
The mixing plant was a four story' affair, the mat- .
erial and water stored in bins on the fourth level,the
proportioning department on the third level,the mixers
on the second and the delivery facilities using the space
below this floor.
For each mixer,a Number 70 Blaw-Knox inundator
measured the sand while a Number 4 Blaw-Knox stone batch-
er took care of the crushed stone. Each proportioning
unit of an inundator and a batcher discharged directly
into the charging hopper of the mixer,let in with its
top at the level of the floor. Three such units one for
eaoh mixer were provided. Water was supplied from a
large wooden pressure tank on the roof,and was used at
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the rate of I-cubic foot per savk of cement. The mixers
were controlled from an outer platform on this level by
means of a chain,sprocket and handwheel device.
Here the cement for the 6-bag batches was weigh-
ed out and conveyed to the three mixers as already des-
cribed. The man in charge of this operation simply push-
ed a button which closed a circuit which in turn started
the drive motor of the inclined screw conveyor to the
scale hopper. Tijis fed the cement to the scales automat-
ically. An automatic electric shutoff device activated
by the beam of the scale,then shut off this current when
the desired weight of cement was secured,instantly cut-
ting off further supply to the scale. A lever then was
thrown,discharging the weighted cement to the screw con-
veyor leading to the mixer feed hoppers,where the cement
could be gated to the desired one of the hoppers. Seven
men served on this floor,one on cement,one for each in-
.
undator and one for each batcher.
Directly below this control floor was the mixing
floor,and each under its feed hopper,were the three one-
yard electrically operated mixers. These mixers,controll~
ed from the floor above and supervised by the engineer
who had charge of all the equipment of the plant ,dischal~?'g-
ed their concrete into a 7-yard steel hopper suspended
from the mixer floor and equipped with a gate 02erative
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from below. The capacity of the mixing plant when all
three of the units are operating is.approximately 120
cubic yards per hour.
![IX OF CONCRETE.
I will enolose a few notations from the actual
field diary in describing the mix of concrete used on
the job. These notes only have reference to the con~
crete used in the Imhoff tanks.
The first concrete was poured the latter part
of April. The specifications for the Imhoff tanks con-
cret e was bre ifly as follows t tlClass B concrete shall be
composed of one (1) volume of portland cement, two (2)
volumes of fine aggregates and four (4) volumes of
coarse aggregates".
April 26-Trouble with one inundator,m1x too dry,mechan-
ical 'trouble.
May 2 -Celite tried i~ twenty-five yards which was
placed in footing but no special benifit re-
sulted.
May 17 -Mix changed to 6 cubic feet cement (564 ~ounds)
13 cubic feet of sand and 23 oubic feet of
stone. This was done because of difficulty of
getting .concrete down in wall forms past the
reinforcing st~el.
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May 21 -Stripped first wall forms-wall fair except at
end,s where 'hone!lcomb f was bad-tried next wall
l>0ur with concrete rich in mortar (1:2t:3) re-
sults much better-the water figure for this
mix being 6.3 cubic feet per cubic yard,or 6
sacks of cement.
May 31 -Used 4% per weight of 'Celite' for about half
the height of a wall (18 feet) using 6.5 cubic
feet of water but again the results were not
up to expectations.
June 2 -Concreting wall very dificu1t with concrete
whose water content is below I-cubic foot per
bag of cement.
June 7 -Tried mix of 14- cubic fe'et of sand, 22 cubic feet
of stone and 578 pounds of cement.
June 8 -If 7 cubic feet of cement were used in the a-
bove concrete,using sand with 33 1/3 %voids
the cement-water~ratiowould be only 0.95,80
cement scales were set at 628 pounds which
gave a I.O-ratio.
June 10 -Concreted first Double-wall using normal 1:2:4
mix-results very good.
From ,this time on the concrete mix was as given
above,that is a normal mix of 1:2:4 ooncrete was used.
In general the above notes will give some idea of the
mix used,the difficulties encountered and how they were
overcome.
The construction worktwhile in progress,has been
visited by some of the best known engineers in this
country and foreign countries and almost invariably they
remarked on what a nice concrete job they saw.
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CONCRETE DISTRIBUTioN.
Concrete from the mixing plant was distributed
in two ways,by rail and by belt conveyor. For transpor-
tation to the ,tanks,the concrete was discharged by gra~
vity into one of two 7-yard buckets loaded on a flat
car and pulled by a locomotive of the type used on the
excavation. While one train would be loading a bucket
at the plant, a second bucket would be on the cableway
being poured into the waiting forms,while the other
train with its bucket would be either coming back to'
the mixer or going away: from the mixer. A single track
was laid to the mixer proper but a little way away from
the mixer this track branched out to' a spur line where
one train would sta~d while the other would pass.
Concrete was given final distribution to the
Imhoff tanks under construction by means of a cable-
way. For the first 'battery a cableway with ~QO~foot
span and t,owers 125 feet high was used, while· the sec-
ond battery used two cableways t,the one alrea~y men-
tioned and one with a 600-foot' apan and t~wers 135-
feet high.
~hus,,;we~e the 7-yard buckets of concrete deliv-
ered from the train to the forms with the minimum of
delay. The cableway towers were of wood beams bolted
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mixers to a sec~nd and shorter conveyor or to chutes.
While chutes were used to take the concrete from this
belt at intervals when work in the bottom of the excav-
ation was to be done ,work on the superst.ructure of the
pumping station called for further horizontal and ver-
tical transportation of the concrete from this long
belt. For this work another portable conveyor,again
mounted an a small truck or daIley provided with mine
car wheels and running on a narrow gauge track for the
sake of ease of movementttook the concrete discharged
at the end of the long horizontal belt and conveyed it
to .the forms. This arrangement proved to be very sat-
isfactorY,and gave but little separation of the batches
as ~ong as a fairly constant flow of materials could be
secured from the mixing p~~nt.
The next sheets are records of concrete
pours,quanltles and kinds of concrete. They were com-
puted,compl1ed and taken from actual daily field re-
cords as the concrete was poured. The different clasB-
6S of concrete,taken,from the speclfications,are list-
ed below :
Class A Concrete--1:3:6.
"Class A concrete shall be used only when
ordered by the Eng1~eer to protect the surface of ex-
cavation upon which masonry structures are to be built.
It shall be placed to the thickness and grades given
by the Engineer. In general Class A concrete shall be
placed immediately after completion of the excavation,
where feasi bla in the opinion of the Engineer f!.
Class B Concrete--1:2:4.
,It ClasB 'B concrete shall be used for all con-
crete structures to be built und~r this contract,ex-
cept for the ~kln coat of Class A concrete to protect
excavated surfaces,the Class C concrete for filling and
for similar purposes and the concrete baffles to be fur-
nished under another Itemtt •
Class C Concrete--1:3:6.
"Class C concrete shall ·be used for filling
and other similar purposes, only when and as -ordered by
the Engineer".
Baffle Concrete--l:1 1/2:3.
I1This concrete shall be used in the inclined
baffles and the vertical walls forming the interior
walls of the settling chambers and the gas vents of the
Imhoff tanks, and shall also furnish and place the con-
crete walk ....ways attached to the vertical gas vents walls.
Also included shall be the sealing of the Joints be-
tween the individual panels of the inclined baffle slaben.
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The comparative monthly yardage poured on
four of the largest contracts is as follows :
Contract B---4,141 C.Y. per month.
Contract C---l,962 (I tt It
Contract D---4, 163 It n u
Contract L--16¢030 It tt n
The reason for the high average of Contract Lis-the
contract consists of four distinct units which are:
Battery B of Imhoff Tanks, 13 t -O., Outfall Sewer,6'-O"
Outfall Sewer,Oil and Skimming Tanks, here the con- .
crete pouring was carried on at the same time on all
four units.
'Skimming Tanks-Grit Chambers-Meter Vault-CondUits.
'. t A. . B. C. p. Totals.
lAug. 27-..-- '8.8.... ---0.0-----0.0---0,.0----18.8.






Mar. n ---261 .0---963 .0--1580.6---0.0--2804.6












Class A concrete is used for ground footings.
Class B concrete 1s used for columns, beams, etc.
Class C concrete 1s used for walls and slabs.
Class D concrete 1s used for filling.
Total of all classes-- 31,389.0 cubic yards.
Monthly average of all classes-- 2,092.6 cubic yards.
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PUf1ping stat ion Sub-structullle.
,11.. B. C. D. E. :B
'
• 'J!otals. G. Totals.
}tlay r 27. - 449.0- - --0 .O~-·i-55 .0---0 .0---0/ .0---0 .O-~554.0----0 .O--55Ll: .0
June "-1157.0--338.0-1391.0--15.0---0.0---0.0-2611.0----0.0-2911.0
July "-1656.0-1060.0-1314.0--63.0---0.0--87.0-4180.0--343.0-4523.0
li.uC! • n --762 .0-2023.0-2695.0-189 .0'---0 .0-712.0-6381.0-1672 .0-B053.0
Se~t. " ----0.0-1829.0-1703.0-116.0-163.0-234.0-4045.0--727.0-4772.0
?otal of 'all Classes-- 20 t 813.0 cubic yards.
Ilonthly average of all classes-- 4.162 cubic yards.
Class .it concr8te is used for grQund footingd and slabs.
Class 13 concrete is used for floor slabs.
Class C c'oncrete is used for wel'ls. .-
t:-
CInes D concrete is used for columns.bearnstand struts. co
Class ~ concre"te is used for Bus-structures.
Class F concrete is used for discharge-conduits.
Class G concrete is used for sewer stubs.
~irst Battery o~ Imhoff Tanks.
A. ~. C. D. E. Totals.
ri~ar. f27.--1~35.0.... ---·------ 238.0----------------- 238.0
l\nr. TT --ld5 .0--1410 .O-------------~---- 29.0-- 1524.0
};f~l:y !f -- 6f33.0 - - 54 2G .0-- 536 .0-- - - - -- -- - 42.0-- .~ 6·689' .·0
June " --666.0--3960.0--3000.0----------114.0-- 7740.0
Jl1~Y ff --517 .0--151 '7.0--3119 .(J-------.---------- d~63.l)
A.u:g. " --4G8 .0--536'7 .0--6,069 .0-- 978.0--120.0--1300'2.0
::3cpt. n ---------33E3D .0--9514.0-- (328.0---------1372.5.0
0ct. q -------·----------2510.0-- 971.0--------- 34d1.0
ITov. ff --132.0---' 77 .O--18~)5 .0·--2017 .0--------- 4061.0
Dec. ff ---------------~-1422.0--310.0-------~- 1732.0
Jan. '2~.-----------------------------------------------
?e h. Tt - -- -- - ---- --- -- ---- - - - ---- - - - ---------""'! --- -- ---
~:.Iar. " ------.----------- 808 .0-- 414 .O--------r- 122~.0
.~'Pr. H -----------------182,7 .0--1070 .0--------- 2.Blj7.0
l.ray n ----:...-------------------- £.tOd .0--------- 40:d.0
June fY ----------------- 5~3.0-- 608.0--------- 1201.0
Total of all classes-- G6,271.0 cubic yurds.
Monthly average all classes-- 4.1~1.O cubic yards.
Class A concrete is used for the skim coat to protect excavation.
Class' B c'oncret e is ttsed for the bot t Oi11S of Imhof1 tunks tind foot Ings.
Class C concrete is used for ~allstdeflector beams,.
Class D cnncrete is used :or ~u~fles.~ent ~alls, and'~alkways.





'On the general construction work of the plant
the formwork was quite in line with ordinary utilized
practice excepting the second battery of Imhoff tanks.
The forms used in the first battery were wood-
en units of 15 and 25 foot sections which ,were handled
by the cableway. Each tank being 80 feet square and one
wall being poured for its entire l~ngth and height (33
feet). The cross-wall forms' were handled from the top
of the outside walls by means of a crane operating on
bridging of 24-inch,115-pound I-beams,supported on
6-inch timber caps at the ta~ walls and on timber-
bents at mid-span'over the ridge between the double
trough bottoms, ,in each tank. 'Tanks were built in Units
,of four so that no expansion joints would run through
any tank. Two tank units,of course were necessary at
the outside edges of the batter~. The main trouble with
the wooden wall forms was that after using several
times warping and breaking would start and then the
forms had to be replaced or re-built. This item alone
'~nvolved quite an expense not only in new material but
in labor costs.
For the second battery built-up steel forms
were used,these forms were much more complete' as to
details such as baffle slab beams ,weir boxes sand etc'.
This simplified matters quite a bit from the first
bat.t~ry as ,there' the weir boxes had to be hung on
after the walls were poured.
Also in the first battery trouble was encount-
ered in holqing the 2 to 1 slopes of the hopper troughs,
if the .concrete was too wet it would' run and if too dry
it would not spread. A steel form was used to shape the
- bottoms in the second batterY,these forms were made in
two 40~foot sections,and placed by the cablewa~.After
placing~the two sections were bolted together and then
set at the correct elevation by means of adjustable
jacks at the- four corners. These sere-jacks were built
into the corners of the forms and the proper elevation
was set with a level.
At first some trouble was encountered by too
rapid pouring of the concrete which exerted an upward
pressure moving the forms out of line. This condition
was soon corrected though by slower pouring of the
'concrete and additional anchoring of the forms,andby
piling weights on the forms, the weights used were the
handiest at hand,usually being a bundle of reinforcing
steel.
As soon as the exca'Vs.tionwas completed for one
tank the clay was covered, with a 'mudeaat' of 1:3:6
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concrete for a depth of three or four inches,then the
bottom slab steel was set,next the bottom from was set
then the slab was poured,the form removed to the adjoin-
"ing ta~ktthe outside wall forms moved into place,the
steel set,the forms bolted together,the concrete poured t
the forms removed,the cross-wall forms set and soforth.
All the forms were of steel except the vent wall forms
which were small and of wood.
9·1 • "
COSTS.
In com~iling the cost data of the construct-
ion of the plant,the actual cost to the Sanitary Dist-
rict of Chicago itself,is noted here. (The actual cost
per unit or per structure to the contractor would be
a separate thesis in itself.That is, the cost per unit
plus the profit per unit,or per contract,is not avail-
able and to gather these facts ~ould be a stupendous
job for one man).
The work was all done on a contract basis,
the Sanitary Distriot actually doing no work itself
but letting the work to private contractors.
Below is listed the main contracts of the












A. ---Centr ifugal ,Pumps--- ------------------ ~ lIB, 900 .00
B.---Imhoff Tanks,Battery A---- ...-~--------- : 2,151,971.25
C. ---Substructur·e ,Pumping stat ion---- ------ 1,588,542.55
D.---Skm.Tks.,'Grit Chambers,Meter Vault,
Valve & Eje ctor Hses., Condui ts--------'
E.---Sewage Meters----~-------------------­
F.---Sewage Return Pumps-------------------
G.---Sludge Ejectors & Ap~urtena~ces-------
H.---Bo11ers· & Auxi11aries-----------------
l.---Large Gate & Check Valves-------------
J.---Superstruoture,Pumping Station--------
K.---Sluioe Gates & Valves----~-----------­







O.--Sludge Beds and Ral1roads------------
P.--Dump Cars-------------------------~--
Q.--$team Locomotlves--------------------
R.--Ral1roads and Plant Structures-------
S.--Mlecellaneous Grad1ng----------------
T.--Scum Piping of Imhoff Tanks----------
830,843.00
2,087,450.00






Total (to date) 18,800,647.76
This total cost 1s for the plant alone, being
the part projected and built now,and does not include
the three future batteries of Imhoff tanks and their
appurtenancee,or the cost of the interceptors entering
'the plant. The two main lnterceptore,with the control1-
Ing works,are about 50 per cent completed and their cost
will run slightly over $12,OOO,OOO.OO.The projected flr~
cost ot the plant in the design stage was estimated at
132,OOO,OOO.OO,whlch as seen from the above figures will
check very cl~sely with the actual coat.
Out of all the above con.tracts awarded, the
only ones not completed are : tl'0" uRn Itstt. , , .
The follo~lng costa are taken from the main
contracts of the plant and show;the total cost, the cost
per unlt,the quanity,etc., of varlous1tems.
EARTH MOVING. Cost per
~Q.uan1ty. . Cost. unit.
Removing Top Soil------ 59,000---=1"59,500.00--i l.boc.y.
Earth Excavation-------450,OOO--- 586,250.00-- 1.17 n
Tunnel Excavation------ 3,500--- 56,000.00-- 16.00 "






2,000--- ~ 23,OOO.OO~---Skincoat. {mud coat).
25,000--- 300,OOO.OO----Footings-Imhoff Tanks.
30,500-~- 518,500.00----Wallstetc.~ImhoffTks.




18,500--- 518, 000.00----0 onduits-Colltract TfD".
500--- 7,OOO.OO----F111 in bad ground.
2,500---, 30,OOO.OO----Skin coat. (2nd.Battery).
'85,000--- 2 t 600,OOO.OO----Foot.,Walls,etc.
6,000--- 6',000 .OO----Fillin bad ground.
,196,500--- 4,781,OOO.OO--Approximately 124.30 per yard.-
908,000 s.f. of baffle slabs & vent' walls at a total
cost of ~ 527,000.00 or $0.58 per square foot
or $33.00 per c~bic yard.
STRUCTlrnAL STEEL.
The approximate total Df structural steel 'for
all the buildings was 2,300,000 pounds at a oost of
~203,OOO.OO,or iO.08S per pound.
PILES.
Concrete piles(18ft.or lesBI)-- 3,375 piles-~202,500.00
Additional lengths~-----------33,000 lin.ft.118,800.00
Enlarged footings------------- 1,500 ou.yds. 45,000.00
Tests------------------------- 4 ------ 800.00
.- Total cost of 3,375 piles-----------------~i367,000.00




Relay Panel House----------- 24'by 17'----
store House---:------------- 24'by 17'----
Grit Chamber & Screen Hse.--155'by 120'---
Meter vault----------------- 44'by 33'----
Ejector House--------------- 50'by 42'----
Ejector House--------------- 50 r by 42'----
Valves Houses (2)----------- 84'by 29'-~-­
Valve Houses (2)------------ 84'by 29'----


































Total cost of mechanical equipment--------- $ 598,000.00
CAST IRON PIPE.
5,298,000 pounds for $ 571,900.00 or $0.108 per pound.
REINFORCING STEEL.
24,620,000 pounds for i 1,349,000.00 or $0.055 per pound.
MISCELLANEOUS 1mTAL WORK.
Wrought,I~sot Iron & Steel---813,OOO
Iron castings----------------460,OOO
Brass,Bronze & Copper-------- 20,500
Subway grating---------------8QO,OOO
Ibs.,at.~O.116 per lb.
Ibs. ,at 0.188 n· n
Ib,s.,at 1.000 TT n.
Ibs.,at O.lqO ft n
95.
COST OF l~TERIAL FOR ONE YARD OF CONCRETE.
The average cost of the materials for one
cubic yard of concrete were about as follows:
sand------14 c.f.-------- I 1.55
stone---~-20 c.f.-------- 1.10
cement---540 pounds------ 1.75
which made the total cost of the materials per cubic
yard approximate $ 4.40--to this had to be added the
fre1ght,labor of handl1ng,formwork,etc.
96.
NID~BER OF MEN EMPLOYED.
At one time during the work three large
contracts were being worked at the same tlme,they were
the substructure of the pumping station, the first bat-
tery of Imhoff tanks,and the skimming tanks,grlt chamb~
·ers,etc.,and this necessitated the employing of a large
number of men. During the lat~er part of August 1927,
approximately 1150 men were working on the job.Almost
half of this number being carpenters, some 375 of them,
and if ~ou count in the carpenter helpers the number
would total. almost two-thirds of the 1150 men.
The single contract employing the largest
number of men was Contract nBtt,the first battery of
Imhoff tanks,whlch during October 1927,employed some
830 men. At least half of these were carpenters used
in building the large wall forms.
Two of the contracts dove-tailed very nice-
ly for the employing of the same men, these two were
Contracts tta"and "D tt , Uc't finishing about the time a
lar-ge number of men was needed on 11 nt!. Thl B proved very
economical to the contractor as he could keep his gangs
together under the same foremen who were now familiar
with his system.




































It must also be remembered that all Qver-
time work had to be paid for at the rate of tlme-
and-a-half or double-time rates
98.
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